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Abstract. Due to the rapid evolution of Web technologies and standards
like WebRTC for the real-time Web, there is a reengineering pressure on
many existing Web applications for not getting outdated and for reduc-
ing costs and maintainance efforts. In this paper, we propose a methodol-
ogy designed to support developers through an application reengineering
process for achieving modular and scalable Web applications, by bridging
the old and the new: a RESTful microservice architecture with a presen-
tation layer composed from widgets. The methodology is based on empir-
ical studies conducted with the help of the widget developer community
and proposes an agile development cycle and guidelines for the redesign
activities. Based on its principles, we developed a tool that has been used
in the methodology evaluation for modeling the widget-based Web appli-
cations. The obtained results show that the approach and the proposed
architecture are suitable for enabling the future generation of widget-based
applications.

Keywords: Web widgets · Web development · Community information
systems · Widgetizing methodology · Web application reengineering

1 Introduction

Rapid prototyping of Web applications and a well designed software architec-
ture are active topics within the Web Engineering research community. With
the rise of real-time Web technologies such as Web sockets, WebRTC, XMPP
and the emergence of new Web architectures and engineering practices such as
microservice architecture and continuous integration, existing applications need
to be reengineered in order to take advantage of the new enabled opportunities
and to avoid becoming obsolete. In this context, developers can benefit from a
structured approach to redesign existing applications or develop new ones.

This paper presents a methodology for (re)engineering Web applications
using Web widgets and microservices. Previous work has shown many bene-
fits of modeling Web applications [1] for their model-based generation, mashing
up widgets to form complex applications [2] and using Web widgets in distribut-
ing user interfaces [3] or in enabling near real-time collaboration [4]. There-
fore, our methodology means to combine such approaches in order to obtain
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a systematic way to develop powerful widget Web applications. It targets the
multi-user/multi-device setting, where the applications need to be lightweight,
scalable, collaborative and easily portable across devices.

The methodology proposes an agile development cycle for rapid prototyping
and a model and architecture which can be used to redesign existing systems to
multi-tier Web applications composed from RESTful microservices [5] [6] that
partially or fully implement the logic for Web widgets as corresponding frontend
elements.

Throughout this work, by classic (single-user) Web applications we refer to
the applications that need to be reengineered. Usually, such applications have a
tier architecture, with a logic tier (consisting of SOAP or RESTful Web services,
Java enterprise technology), a shared data model (relational, XML, JSON, etc.)
and a front-end with predefined page navigation. By reengineering we refer to
the development cycle needed for transforming such a classic Web application
in order to obtain a new, widget-based Web application. Web widgets have been
initially used as interactive single purpose tools for displaying and/or updating
information. Defined in the W3C Packaged Web Apps specification, they are
full-fledged client-side applications with a clear-cut functionality. Their structure
allows them to be shared, reused, mashed up, personalized in different contexts
and on different types of devices. Due to their characteristics, our methodology
considers them as perfect interface components for microservices, in the context
of software modularization and feature minimization.

“Widgetizing” denotes the process of building a uniform, complex widget-
based application, where the building components are widgets with clear-cut
functionality which follow certain principles described in the rest of the paper,
such as: function as front-ends to microservices, can be easily added to existing
widgetized apps, can be modeled and generated, allow near real-time collab-
oration features (e.g. shared editing, message propagation, awareness of user
actions). The widgets in such an application environment are assumed to com-
municate using interwidget communication (IWC). The microservice architec-
tural style (described by Martin Fowler in his blog1) is an approach to building
a compact application as a suite of small services, each running in its own pro-
cess and communicating via lightweight mechanisms (e.g., HTTP, REST), where
these services are independently deployable.

The methodology principles resulted from our experience in reengineering
applications from various domains (cultural heritage, informal learning, mod-
eling) and from an extensive literature survey. These were then validated and
sorted using an empirical study with the help of the widget developer com-
munity. The study, together with the top requirements is presented in Sect. 2.
Next, Sect. 3 describes the methodology with a focus on the design of widgetized
applications. For designing and reengineering such widget applications, we have
implemented a widgetizing editor prototype that follows the methodology prin-
ciples and can showcase the core concepts that we propose, shortly described in
Sect. 4. The prototype and the methodology specification have been evaluated

1 http://martinfowler.com/articles/microservices.html

http://martinfowler.com/articles/microservices.html
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by widget developers with promising results and are presented in Sect. 5. Finally,
the related work and conclusions and outlook are described in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7.
The hereby presented methodology is a very important step towards achieving a
platform for modeling and generating complex widget-based Web applications.

2 Widgetizing Methodology Requirements

Based on an extensive literature research (cf. Sect. 6) of existing Web engineer-
ing methods for mashups and Web widgets, we have extracted a set of most
important common points and issues suitable for widgetizing scenarios. Based
on these, we have performed a user study with widget developers with the goal to
sort and detect the requirements for our methodology. The study was conducted
using an online questionnaire which gathered feedback from 42 members of the
widget developer community, ranging from middle to proficient expertise levels,
from both academic and industry environments. In order to engage as many
experts in the area as possible, the questionnaire was distributed via mailing
lists, forums and email addresses. The targets were communities such as Apache
Rave, Shindig, iGoogle as well as researchers that published works about Web
widgets in Web engineering conferences.

Apart from user demographics questions, the questions were divided into

– Considerations, concepts and approaches for designing Web widgets and wid-
get applications (DR)

– Pros and cons for widget-based Web applications (WR)
– Implementation, architecture and limitations of widget-based Web applica-

tions (IR)
– User/developer expectations from a widgetizing methodology (UR)

The questionnaire contained both structured and unstructured questions. The
structured questions used a one to five likert scale, five representing the best and
one the worst rating.

The majority of the participants have been involved in developing Web wid-
gets from scratch (34), Web widget modification (36) and Web applications
redesign to widget-based versions (28). More specific tasks include user interface
design (38), testing (30), service development (29) and designing the persistence
layer (17). The platforms where the participants worked on include Netvibes,
iGoogle, Yahoo Pipes, Apache Rave, IBM Mashups and ROLE SDK.

Some of the most important results for the widgetizing design considerations
are presented in Fig. 1.

The results show that the compatibility of the messages exchanged between
widgets (in terms of inputs, outputs, storage, services, etc.) has a high priority for
developers. Other important aspects of widgetizing are clearly performance, state
preservation and enabling the application to migrate different functionalities
to heterogeneous devices. In this case, the support of the widget platform for
distribution is necessary, whereas identifying and separating the functionality
appropriately for each widget is critical.
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Fig. 1. Designing Widget Web Application Requirements (DR)

We also aimed to gather strengths and weaknesses of widget-based environ-
ments. Our findings show that developers want to use widgets because of features
such as reusability (WR1. 88%), allowing personalization (WR2. 79%), support-
ing real-time collaborative tasks (WR3. 67%), instant updates and real-time
operations (WR4. 62%).

However, there are also difficulties to create or reengineer widget applications
with the above described features. Regarding the separated implementation of
the client-side from the server-side in widget application development, 49% of
the participants voted for implementing the server-side first, then design the
client-side. 29% preferred a mixed approach and 17% have chosen to design the
client-side first, then the server-side. Our results show that developers need sup-
port for taking such development decisions. Moreover, 64% of the participants
stated that the widget-based applications require more interaction sequences to
be tested (WR5.) and that it can be more difficult to use inter-widget communi-
cation than the classical Web applications’ internal communication (WR6. 71%).
These difficulties motivate the need of a methodology that provides assistance
in implementing the widget-to-widget events to ease such development efforts
and ensure consistency of the widgetized application (in terms of interactions
and events).

Figure 2 depicts the survey results for the development approach of widget-
based Web applications. As it can be observed, following the RESTful architec-
tural style to improve the portability of the user interface was highly rated.
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Fig. 2. Results for Implementation Approaches Requirements (IR)

Fig. 3. Results for User/Developer Expectations (UR)

The last part of our survey, regarding developers’ expectations from a wid-
getizing methodology can be visualized in Fig. 3.

3 Methodology

In the following, we present the major concepts of our proposed methodology
and explain the rationale for considering them. We have defined a widgetiz-
ing cycle that adopts a simple iterative approach inspired by adaptive software
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Fig. 4. Widgetizing Cycle

development processes used in the interactive systems literature. The cycle is
composed of the steps Design, Implement, and Analyze, as seen in Fig. 4.

The design step of the widgetizing cycle refers to the conceptual planning and
modeling phase for building a widget Web application. The implement step of the
methodology specifies an architecture instance based on the concepts explained
in the design step. In order to support developer concerns expressed during
the initial studies, this step offers solutions for inter-widget communication and
collaboration, to be considered during the process of widgetizing. Finally, the
analyze step specifies some major concerns for testing and validating the resulted
applications. Next, we describe the presented steps in detail, with a larger focus
on the design step, as it stands behind the widgetizing editor (cf. Sect. 4).

3.1 Design Step

During this step, the main functionalities that will be included in the widgetized
application should be identified and the user interface decomposed into core,
standalone widget components. This decomposition has to minimize the depen-
dencies between the identified functionality (DR1, DR13), in order to ensure
the modularity of the resulting widgetized application and address the coupling
between widgets and the identified functionality. Having the widgets and their
functionality, the data interactions between them at both interface and microser-
vices levels are to be modeled. In such a case, we consider the functions (their
content being defined via inputs and outputs), events and their corresponding
interface elements as being part of the lowest needed decomposition level.

As hinted in the overview given above, in a reengineering scenario (in the light
of the initial study feedback), we consider the identification of functionalities and
decomposition of user interface (DR1, DR6, DR10, IR1, IR4, IR6, UI5, UI6) to
be the major first steps to widgetize an application. For classic Web applications
this can be achieved by analyzing the data relationships and interactions from,
to and within both the backend and frontend.

In order to structure the widgets and functions identification and develop the
proper conceptual support for the methodology, we have constructed a model
(cf. Fig. 5) that captures the different elements needed to be specified and related
during the widgetizing process.
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Fig. 5. A Conceptual Model of the Widgetized Platform

A space is the highest dimension of a widgetized platform that aggregates
all the widgets selected for widgetizing a given application. The space encap-
sulates knowledge about the dependencies of its contained widgets and is also
responsible for providing a platform for widget-related services (DR4). Among
such services one can consider the widget rendering container(DR9), inter-widget
communication and near real-time collaboration (DR5, DR15) and state preser-
vation services(DR3), as well as the logic for managing users and devices (DR7).
The IWC messages propagation can be achieved across widgets, devices and
users and should be available at the space (widget container) level. The state
preservation refers to maintaining the state of the various widgets composing a
Web application, such that they can be reloaded, distributed across devices, etc.
without losing their internal runtime data. As already mentioned in the intro-
duction, the mapping recommendation is that widgets can be used as visualiza-
tion components for one or more microservices but the number of associations
should be kept to a minimum to ensure the resulting widgets follow their def-
inition. Candidate widgets are most commonly visible via detecting separated
panels, headings, navigation bars, embedded contents, and grids. In this case, our
methodology specifies certain points to help developers detect main functionali-
ties via examining user interface elements for detecting individual Web widgets.
Technically however, for reengineering an application starting from the classic
Web application’s interface, it is not a trivial task to compute a fully-automatic
conversion mechanism to identify and decompose the main functionalities of an
application using the front-end code (IR6).

The microservice representation is a user interface Web component with a
core functionality, corresponding to a backend microservice. In order to ensure
scalability, rapid prototyping and a modular state-and-device independent archi-
tecture, the microservices are assumed to follow the REST principles (such as
simplicity, stalesness and uniform interfaces) (IR1).

A function can serve more purposes. For example, it can realize the con-
nection to microservices (within the scope of a widget) for a given microservice
representation. Also, functions can fulfill utility operations (e.g. validating the
user input on the client side). In this case, they are not attached to a microser-
vice representation but run directly within the scope of a widget. A function
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performs actions on certain data, which in our context is interesting from the
input and outputs perspectives. The inputs and outputs are also related to val-
ues of elements. Moreover, functions can also call other functions in the same
widget or exchange data at the interface level with other widgets. The inputs and
outputs of functions can be processed on the client side only and/or via requests
to microservices (such as get, post, put, delete). The data used inside functions
is also important for revealing IWC contents. Once a function is assigned to an
element and is connected to a microservice representation and a parent widget,
data to be sent via IWC can be identified (e.g. it is needed as input by another
function linked to a different microservice representation). As an example, in
our widgetizing editor, developers were given the possibility to create and assign
certain data used by functions and indicate its collaborative or local usage (DR1,
DR5).

In the widgetizing context, by elements we refer to user interface compo-
nents used for rendering (e.g. HTML components). Our approach distinguishes
using view inheritance between different elemens, considering their type and
modifiability. Based on W3C HTML5 [7] definitions of elements and experience
gained from several reengineering projects (e.g. widget-based Web application
for collaborative modeling tasks and applications for semantic video annotation),
we sorted out HTML5 elements that would often give developers guidelines for
detecting main functionalities to be identified in decomposed widgets. Basically,
these element types can also be mapped to entities from other known Web mod-
eling metamodels from the literature, such as the UIElement from the UWE
metamodel [8], “DisplayUnit” from WebML’s hypertext package [9], etc.

Dynamic elements are any user interface elements with an event attribute
and/or event listener that evokes an interaction to occur in a Web applica-
tion. They can process information and/or invoke an activity at the user inter-
face level. As an example, buttons are most common subjects to be identified
as dynamic elements (triggers) in Web applications. In a widgetizing context,
dynamic elements can also be information-related elements that do not fire an
event in the Web application, but only receive data from certain functions. Ele-
ments may function with three different purposes, as they either handle inputs
via the user interface (e.g., text fields, calenders, checkboxes), or they can be used
to display backend info/results (table columns, list items, paragraphs) without
evoking an interaction. Due to limited space, we have not included such specifi-
cations or any automatization considerations in the current work.

Events can be caused from dynamic elements upon fulfilling certain con-
ditions (e.g., onclick, onchange, onsubmit) that fire an action in the browser.
Therefore, a new event can only be assigned to an identified dynamic element in
the widgetizing process. Furthermore, once an event is triggered by an element,
a function can be called. For designing a new event, developers need to spec-
ify its parent trigger, event-handler attribute, and the event handler attribute’s
value. Thus, we can obtain the modeling of the interactions by specifying such
structure of events and functions with their exchanged data.
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By performing this modeling, developers will have a clear view of how the
events (which can also be identified from the existing traditional single-user
application) should be shaped and appropriately distributed in a widgetized
application’s architecture. In order to let developers manually construct a widget
architecture for redesign, we implemented a widgetizing editor following the
identification and event modeling principles of the design step.

Furthermore, to support developers in using the editor for performing the
identifications, we have also developed a workflow diagram using PetriNets. This
reflects the applicability of the design step and can point to what to follow next
(UR1, UR2) based on the conditions and the progress of design. The workflow
can be used as a guideline to be followed for modeling each interaction accord-
ingly. In case of new requirements, needed improvements, or new identifications,
the workflow can be iteratively applied over existing data, as well as in scenarios
of developing a widget application from scratch.

3.2 Implement Step

RESTful architectural model for widget development ensures the portability of
the microservices and user interface across multiple platforms and scalability of
the various components [10].

As componentization of services has been studied for different purposes, there
also exist equivalent architectures. In the microservice architecture, each service
manages its own database. This type of approach for persistence layer suits
better to widget-based applications as it can tackle larger volumes of traffic and
can scale easily. Furthermore, there is no need for transactions as sharing data
of independent Web services can be dealt with by a structured IWC mechanism.

We integrated the approach of componentization and the conceptual model
of our widgetizing methodology to obtain an architecture template (cf Fig. 6).
According to our proposed widgetizing framework, microservices for each widget
run independent from each other. As one single widget can invoke more than one
microservice, the services that are used by the same widget work also discrete
from each other in terms of persistence.

In a collaborative widget environment, specification of Inter-widget Commu-
nication (DR5) messages and real-time collaboration data types are critical for
widget orchestration (DR1), work productivity, real-time updates (DR14) and
collaboration awareness (DR15). Collaboration between users is obtained via
publishing global IWC messages, which allow browser-to-browser communica-
tion. Modeled interactions in the design step of the widgetizing methodology
helps developers to specify the type of IWC messages for each event. Hence,
contents assigned as collaborative/local for an event’s function should be imple-
mented and divided accordingly. Developers should consider the aspect of IWC
messages in terms of functionality and collaboration awareness. Generally, for
each IWC message to published, a description of IWC message based on func-
tionality, IWC type (global or local), data to pass to other widgets and a widget
and user identification can be specified [3]. In our widget development experi-
ence we used a JSON lightweight format for the IWC messages, with the above
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Fig. 6. An Instance of a Widgetized Architecture Template

mentioned structure. In general, simple conversions can ensure the data format
transformation between various widgets, given that this has been agreed upon.

Separation of IWC messages is also a usability concern for specifying which
information to pass to which widget, and what to make visible afterwards in the
widget space for a better user experience. In terms of usability constraints (DR2,
DR12), widgetizing is also an approach related to layout matters. The widget
containers often allow users to resize the interface of Web widgets to provide
flexibility for a personalized layout. Therefore, the user interface elements that
Web widgets contain need to be designed with minimal tooling, in a responsive
way. Depending on the tooling in a Web widget, the container is also subject
to constraints in the size and layout. In modern development scenarios, this
approach also handles the distribution of Web widgets into devices with smaller
screens such as smartphones or tablets.

3.3 Analyze Step

The analyze step refers to testing and validating widgetized applications. Here,
automated tests should be performed, the IWC message interoperability should
be validated, the resulted application should be checked against the specified
widgetizing model and architecture, etc. Furthermore, improvements and new
features should be carefully analyzed and included in the widgetizing cycle. In
case of the detection of inappropriate modeling of interactions, wrong widget/mi-
croservice representations identifications or other bugs in the specification, devel-
opers should follow the cycle by returning to the previous proposed steps.

Test-driven development deals with achieving an environment for automated
testing and enabling the iterations of the widgetizing cycle for solving problems
and integrating new features. Testing a collaborative widget-based Web applica-
tion is a challenging task due to debugging complexity. Therefore, applicability
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of test-driven development is a well-suited approach for widgetizing scenarios,
lowering the risk of errors and bugs while also improving the code quality.

Each interaction sequence should be tested after it has been implemented. In
order to ensure compatibility of widgets, developers should build test units for all
interactions corresponding to the sequence of widget-to-widget communication.
Because our process is iterative, regression testing and continuous integration
(IR3) should be used to ensure new bugs are not inserted with new iterations
and to facilitate rapid prototyping.

How end-users perceive a system to improve their practice is critical to its suc-
cess and therefore opinions from all users (experts/novices, supervisors/workers)
are equally valid. Feedback may reveal faults, new identification and decompo-
sition tasks, interaction models and new features to be implemented. Based on
previous experience, we recommend the usage of feedback platforms for agile
processes and social requirements engineering tools, that allow developers and
end-users to interact, communicate and work collectively on development issues.

4 The Widgetizing Editor

Based on our methodology we have implemented a prototype in order to evaluate
the feasibility of the design step, the completeness of the methodology and to
assess to which extent the identifications and the reengineering approach in the
design phase can be (semi) automatized. The editor consists of 8 different widgets
with specific functionalities, namely Widgets, Micro-services, Elements, Events,
Functions, Contents, Interactions, and Architecture and is presented in Fig. 7.
Each widget models the concepts explained in Sect. 3. The aim was to provide
developers a collaborative and widget-based platform that enables them to try
and visualize the design step of the methodology by modeling a well-designed
widget architecture. The prototype editor supports developers to model interac-
tions and perform the decomposition of classic Web applications collaboratively,
with an increased consistency via HTML5 catalog work and achieve and visualize
the widgetized Web application architecture.

The prototype is built using the ROLE SDK2 [11] which provides built-in
community management system, collaborative designing and widget space man-
agement introduced. The widgets are developed using HTML5 and JavaScript
and Bootstrap to provide responsiveness and easy-to-use user interface.

5 Evaluation

For the evaluation of the main concepts of widgetizing methodology and its tool
support, we conducted a questionnaire-based user study with the participation
of 19 developers and researchers and a face-to-face structured evaluation with
9 widget developers. The questionnaire participants already possessed widget
development experience (74%), the rest being end-users of such applications.

2 ROLE SDK. http://sourceforge.net/projects/role-project/files/role-m10-sdk

http://sourceforge.net/projects/role-project/files/role-m10-sdk
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Fig. 7. User Interface of the Widgetizing Editor

Among the participants were also users that were included in the initial survey.
Because we wanted to gather feedback from as many widget experts as possible,
the widgetizing methodology and its main steps were described in a video, which
also showcased the modeling prototype based on a real-world example. The goals
were to help the participants to understand the methodology and its realization
and assess the fulfillment of the main requirements. The video included the
widgetizing cycle steps and an example of a widgetizing scenario – reengineer
a semantic video annotation application with the use of the widgetizing editor
prototype. The evaluation was performed using a questionnaire with structured
questions (based on a one to five likert scale) and unstructured questions. The
summary of the results are reflected in 8.

The experimental laboratory study included computer scientists well familiar
with widget development. This second evaluation was performed in order to
eliminate any confusion or misunderstandings that could have occurred in the
first evaluation step and to be able to observe the participants and their actions
during the evaluation. Another goal of this evaluation was to study if such a
shared editor can help developers in modeling their reengineered applications and
if the editor can be a starting point for automatizing the process. For this step,
two widgetizing tasks were prepared for the design step to be performed by the
participants - both without a time limit. We conducted individual sessions, where
each participant was given a 5-minute tutorial about widgetizing, the concepts
of our widgetizing model and the editor. After the short tutorial, we provided
structured tasks of a widgetizing scenario to the participants. After performing
them using the editor, all participants filled out a questionnaire meant to evaluate
the methodology in practice. The questionnaire contained structured fields and
additional unstructured fields for user comments. For the structured questions,
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Fig. 8. Results from the Online Methodolody Evaluation

the questionnaire used a one to five likert scale, five representing the best and
one the worst rating. The results are presented in Fig. 9.

During the online evaluation, the widgetizing methodology was rated with
3.47 from 5. The results show that the main requirements identified in the begin-
ning of our study were considered satisfactory fulfilled by the participants in the
evaluation. Based on the qualitative results collected, the iterative widgetizing
development cycle proposed is well suited for modern development scenarios
with constant changes of requirements and the needs for improvement, includ-
ing transforming classic applications to widget-based collaborative Web suites.
Despite the limited amount of time and disadvantage of distant presentation, we
also got feedback from participants on the widgetizing prototype based on the
sample scenario demonstrated in the video. The majority of participants stated
that it would be useful to model an intuitive widget architecture in the design
step via the presented widgetizing editor that was rated with 3.31 in average.

Moreover, based on the feedback gathered during the hands-on study, devel-
opers considered that modeling the widgetized applications in an editor together
with an automatic approach for generating the basic structure of such an appli-
cation would increase the implementation efficiency, lead to better organized,
modular, structured and inter-compatible applications.

RESTful microservice componentization was considered to be very appropri-
ate by the developers in the context of modular coding and increasing scalability
for widgetizing scenarios. Hence, the recommended approaches for implementa-
tion of the widgetizing process specified by the methodology can be considered
to function as a valid guidance during the designing, coding and testing phases
of widget development/reengineering.

Based on the use of the editor on the given task, participants rated the
intuitiveness with 3.44 in average. Based on their estimation, the required pro-
ficiency level for using the widgetizing editor was above average (3.44), but we
consider that the difficulty can be lowered by creating precise and structured
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Fig. 9. Qualitative User Feedback on Widgetizing Editor

user instructions for the editor and by introducing (semi) automatic steps for
connecting the elements, functions and events in the editor. Via comments some
of the participants requested the increase of intuitiveness and user awareness by
features that enable users with interactive recommendations, that can support
them as they interact with the editor. We consider that such recommendations
can be achieved from our model, during the modeling stage and involving more
the different modeling actions of users.

The resulted model of the widgetizing step via the editor was rated 4.11 in
average. Thus, 77% of the participants found the model they constructed very
convenient to point to a feasible decomposed widget application design. Fur-
thermore, the model for designing inter-widget communication via the editor
was also rated 4.11. Participants found it easy to point to inter-widget commu-
nication messages to be implemented based on the hierarchical information of
interacted data and interacting functions of events. The participants rated the
event modeling concepts with 4.32 in average. These results support that the pro-
totype provides developers very helpful information based on the decomposition
and event modeling phases of the design step of our widgetizing methodology
for enabling them to have a well-designed widget architecture model for the
implementation step. Designing the architecture in a shared modeling space via
widgetizing editor was considered to be a well-suited idea to have well-designed
widget models by 88% of the participants, as it was rated with 4.22 in average.
As such, the majority of widget developers believed that designing architecture
models in a shared platform would increase the accessibility, designer/developer
awareness and communication, and the quality of the widgetized model. We
strongly believe that our approach for identifying main functionalities, decom-
posing the user interface and modeling of interactions will enable developers
to have well-suited widget architecture models for more consistent and more
productive widget implementations. The results show a positive influence of
the widgetizing methodology upon widget application development and a high
impact of the widgetizing editor upon performing the widgetizing steps.
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5.1 Limitations

Due to time restrictions, we could not conduct studies with developers for mod-
eling real applications using the widgetizing editor. Even though the editor itself
was developed according to the methodology principles, we could not observe
the reengineering process for third party applications at this stage or evaluate
its real-time collaboration features. However, we would like to research how the
learning curve of the widgetizing editor would progress for developers in a longer-
term. Due to the same reasons, the analysis step of our widgetizing methodol-
ogy was not properly evaluated and requires further study, especially in terms of
automated testing. Finally, even though we consider the usage of secure protocols
such as WebRTC, security is not part of the study, as we wished to concentrate
on other non-functional requirements closer to the core of our research.

6 Related Work

The current section summarizes existing research related to different aspects cov-
ered in the widgetizing methodology, i.e. RESTful services, service composition,
services and widget development, widget-based applications, widget distribution
across devices and widget-based software systems. Together with the NRT collab-
oration and the widgets vs. services relationship, these were the most important
comparison points that were considered for our methodological approach.

In a widgetizing scenario, using a lightweight infrastructure where services
can be built with minimal tooling impacts the widget structure and the IWC
design. Pautasso et. al [6] summarize the benefits of RESTful Web services, men-
tioning the easy development of clients for RESTful services, discovery of Web
resources via URIs and hyperlinks and scalability due to the statelessness proper-
ties to a large number of clients and usage of lightweight messaging formats (e.g.
JSON). MashupAdvisor [12] is a tool that follows a proposed framework aiming
to increase the efficiency of mashup building process for non-programmer users.
The tool estimates and recommends relevant outputs for the desired mashups
using a repository. Its contribution is overcoming complex design processes for
mashup inputs and outputs despite the increasing number of external services,
sources, and operations by proving a design-time assistance. While it supports
mashup communications using a semantic matcher for the interactions, there is
no comprehensive focus on the overall widget application design or on collabora-
tive tasks or cross-browser communication. Omelette [13] is a similar application
that provides an assisted development environment helping end users compose
existing Web services and build mashup applications. By integration of auto-
mated composition and pattern recognition methods, it provides a platform to
aid users on availability, usage and configuration of desired components.

Building user interfaces and handling layouts for multiple heterogeneous user
devices and different kinds of users is not scalable for human programmers and
thus requires automated solutions [14]. In this case, Web widgets usually hold
scalable limited display size, such that multiple widgets fit on one computer
screen in a browser or single widgets fit on limited-size mobile device screens
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[3]. Furthermore, having multiple widgets in the same application increases the
possibility of performing more complex activities, and functionality of the appli-
cation. The widget migration in such environments can be obtained by means
of IWC mechanisms. An important point of applying IWC in a distributed envi-
ronment is to support it both locally (e.g., via HTML5 Web Messaging [7]) and
remotely (e.g., via XMPP). Concerning widget distribution systems, this con-
cept is well reflected by the DireWolf framework [3]. Another approach is offered
by The Media Enrichment Project [15], which focuses on real-time synchroniza-
tion between a video on one display and the presentation of related information
on the same or any other display within a Web browser. MultiMasher [16] is
another tool for developing multi-device mashups that provides an easy selec-
tion for distributing and mashing up user interface (UI) elements, suited for an
iterative design process as it implements first mechanisms for saving, loading,
and merging multi-device mashups. Such approaches could be easily integrated
during the widgetizing steps to enable distribution of widgets across devices.

Regarding development environments, Mapping Web Personal Learning
Environments [17] covers the recent developments in mashup/widget environ-
ments, seen as Personal Learning Environments (PLEs). The aim of the study is
to map the dimensions depending on several platforms, and guide developers for
the decision of which environment to use comparing the identified features from
the investigated platforms. The space concept of the widgetizing methodology
design step has been specified using such PLE descriptions, using our previous
experience from the ROLE FP7 European project.

With the emergence of service-oriented computing, empowering end-users to
develop applications by composing individual services has further enhanced the
prospects of supporting end-user development in mashup-based applications [18].
Several mashup editors have already been introduced by the industry, includ-
ing Yahoo Pipes3, Intel Mash Maker4, and IBM Mashup Center5, which allow
their users to create mashups without any programming involved, by drag-and-
drop services, operators, feeds and/or user inputs and visually connecting them
[12]. These type of approaches are more appropriate for designing custom and
collaborative applications. ROLE SDK spaces are also well-suited for widget-
based collaborative application design as they possess lightweight features for
the server-side, and high portability in the context of user interfaces, allowing
interactions with complex IWC.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we present a widgetizing methodology meant to guide developers
on how to redesign classical (single-user) Web applications as widget-based col-
laborative Web applications. The methodology eases the implementation efforts
in widget developer communities, helping them to create relevant models of
3 Yahoo Pipes. http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes
4 Intel Mash Maker. http://intel.ly/1a3qDsB
5 IBM Mashup Center. http://ibm.co/1fBaSwB

http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes
http://intel.ly/1a3qDsB
http://ibm.co/1fBaSwB
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widgetized applications. Furthermore, it guides to achieve interoperability and
rapid prototyping. The first evaluation results showed that the methodology and
a related widgetizing editor can be successfully used to design and specify such
widget applications. As such, they pave the way to a new approach in designing
and implementing applications for various communities that can effortless benefit
from features such as real-time collaboration, state preservation, awareness using
cutting edge protocols such as XMPP or WebRTC. Therefore, as future work
we wish to implement a widgetizing editor with full support for communities
of developers and end-users, where widgets and microservices can be modeled
collaboratively, in order to generate collaborative Web applications that benefit
of the principles already exposed in this work. For this purpose, we want to inte-
grate the widgetizing editor with our existing SyncMeta [4] real-time modeling
framework and enhance the resulted system with code generation capabilities.
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